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1 Introduction

The ATLAS Data  Acquisition provides a  service to  publish  and share  operational 
monitoring information among applications. Apart from a few of these data which are 
archived in  the  conditions database  and the  histograms which  are  archived in  the 
MDA system, most of the information is transient and lost at the end of a data taking 
session. In order to be able to analyse the quality of data taking a posteriori it would be 
very useful to implement a generic mechanism to store operational monitoring data 
into a database. 

1.1 Purpose of the document

This document presents the Requirements for the  Persistent Back-End for the Atlas
Information  System  of  TDAQ of  the  ATLAS  TDAQ/DCS  Control  and 
Configurations.   They shall  be the basis  for the design and implementation of the 
Persistent Back-End for the Atlas Information System of TDAQ in the context of the 
ATLAS Trigger DAQ/DCS system.

The component is responsible for getting the operational monitoring data from the 
Information Service and archiving it into a suitable database as well as providing a 
means for retrieving data from the database.

1.2 Glossary, acronyms and abbreviations

1.2.1 Glossary

IS Domain

The information published in the IS servers (that exist at a certain point in a 
partition) will be split up in different IS Domains in order to avoid having only 
one collection point. Every domain consists of a list of names of information 
sources.



1.2.2 Acronyms and Abbreviations

P BEAST = Persistent Back-End for the Atlas information System of TDAQ

IS = Information Service

2 General Description

2.1 Context  of  the  Persistent  Back-End  for  the  Atlas  Information
System of TDAQ

The main component of the TDAQ with which P BEAST will interact is the IS which 
is  the  data  provider.  P  BEAST  will  make  use  of  the  subscription  API  of  IS  to 
subscribe to several IS  servers within any given partition and get callbacks for the 
information published from different sources.

In turn, P BEAST will offer a general API that can be used by any application that 
wants  to  access  data  from the  underlying  database.  There  are  two  types  of  such 
applications that were identified:

- ADAM's web interface twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/viewauth/Atlas/AdamComponent. This 
is a system which provides a unique portal to access statistical information from the 
various sources of the TDAQ system. A driver implementing the general  protocol of 
ADAM will retrieve data from P BEAST using the offered API.

- any custom program written by an expert that wants to look at certain parts of the 
stored data

P BEAST will have to periodically transfer its old data into a long term storage. It will 
use the API offered by CERN's permanent storage system (CASTOR at the moment 
of writing this document) to do so. Also, in case very old data is requested by the user, 
P BEAST will use the same API to get the data from the permanent storage and serve 
it to the user.

2.2 General  capabilities  of  Persistent  Back-End  for  the  Atlas
Information System of TDAQ

P BEAST will be split in four main functional subsystems (called components from 
now on).  These  are:  the  IS  Info  Processor component,  the  Database  Insertion 
component, the Database component and the Database retrieval component. 

The  IS  Info  Processor component  shall  be  capable  of  subscribing  to  the  IS  and 
receiving  callbacks  from information  sources.  Then  it  shall  filter  that  information 
according  to  configured  plug-ins  (e.g.  various  implementations  of  smoothing 
algorithms). The filtered values will be sent to the database insertion components.



The  Database Insertion component shall  take the filtered information from the IS 
Info Processor component passing it to the native storage methods of the database 
component.

The  Database  Retrieval component  shall  expose  a  common  API  for  accessing 
information stored in the database component to any client application, masking the 
database technology used.

The  Database component is the database technology that actually takes care of the 
storage  and  managing  of  the  information.  It  offers  the  lowest  level  storage  and 
retrieval API seen by the rest of the components of P BEAST.

2.3 General constraints on P BEAST

CO001 P BEAST should run on the ATLAS Trigger/DAQ supported platform (at the 
moment Linux SLC5).

CO002 Data providers are on an enclosed network Point 1 but the data has to be made 
accessible on the public network.

2.4 General assumptions and dependencies

AD001 Reliability 
Assume that a 5% downtime is acceptable for the first version of the implementation  
and subsequent versions should improve this figure to 1% downtime.

AD002 Long term storage

Assume a storage system for long term data archival  is  available  (at the moment  
CASTOR).

2.5 User characteristics

P BEAST will be used by any system expert, sub-detector expert or shifter who wants 
to have a more holistic view of certain interesting elements of the TDAQ data flow 
that took place in the past (days, weeks, months, years). Such a functionality would be 
useful for offline analysis: to understand short/long term past behaviour of different 
parts  of  the  system,  to  make  comparisons  between  runs  of  the  experiment,  to 
investigate problems that occurred. 

The user might also be a project manager (or any person working in the TDAQ group) 
who wants to use the data flow to serve as evidence of system operation in reports, 
presentations or papers. 



3 Specific Constraints, Assumptions/Dependencies, Use Cases and 
Requirements

3.1 Constraints

3.2 Assumptions and Dependencies

3.3 Use Cases

3.3.1 Temporal access pattern

UC001 User looks at data  for the last day

The majority of the times the user of the system will want to see just the most recent  
day of activity of certain areas of interest of the DAQ system. This happens especially  
when there is beam (detector is running).

Note:
The frequency of this behaviour is estimated to be 50%.

UC002 User looks at data  for the last week

This is the second most frequently appearing use case where the user wants to see just  
the most recent week of activity of certain areas of interest of the DAQ system. 

Note:
The frequency of this behaviour is estimated to be 40%.

UC003 User looks at data  for the last month (or more)

The least frequent appearing use case where the user wants to see just the most recent  
months of activity of certain areas of interest of the DAQ system.

Note:
The frequency of this behaviour is estimated to be 10%.

3.3.2 Data access pattern

UC004 User wants to look at the whole data in a run

In run time the expert wants to look at data for all the information sources from the  
last run.

UC005 User wants to track single information across several runs
This is to compare the behaviour of the same information published in IS between runs.



3.4 Functional Requirements

3.4.1 IS Info Processor Component Functional Requirements

UR101 Take in data from IS
Shall  subscribe to all  the operational information published in the IS servers of a  
given partition.

Priority: High
Note: 

The potential high input rate will most probably require to split the load of the 
callbacks from the IS servers across multiple subcomponents of P BEAST for 
better handling and responsiveness. Each such subcomponent will take data 
from an IS domain.

UR102 Filter the information

Binaries for different filtering algorithms (to be applied to the data) shall be set up  
when the system is configured.

Priority: High
Note: 

Related requirement UR104.
These  shall  be  attached  to  the  IS  clients  at  partition  start-up  and  will  be 
specified in the OKS configuration databases by a subsystem expert. 
Possible filtering algorithms:

- record only fluctuations of a value above/below a certain value
- sample with a set fixed rate (smaller than the callback rate)

UR103 General
Shall be able to collect, handle and archive general data structures.

Priority: High
Note: 

The system needs to be able to take in new types  of information from new 
sources and dynamically insert in the database – this is to accommodate for the 
dynamic configuration of the detector. Each information source has different 
types of information if publishes to the IS. While most of these are integers, 
doubles or status strings, there are other structures like variable strings, arrays 
of basic types etc



UR104 Configurable
The IS Clients component shall run within any DAQ partition and shall be configured  
via DAQ configuration databases by a system expert.

Priority: High
Note: 

The  filtering  algorithms  to  apply  to  a  whole  domain  (or  individually  per 
information source) will be configurable.

3.4.2 Database Insertion Component Functional Requirements

UR201 Take in information from IS Info Processor

The Database Insertion component shall be able to take in the data from the IS Info 
Processor and pass it to the Database component regardless of the deployments used.  

Priority: High
Note: 

Related requirements UR101

3.4.3 Database Retrieval Component Functional Requirements

UR301 Expose common API
The  database  retrieval  component  shall  expose  an  API  by  which  any  external  
application  can  access  data  from  the  database  in  a  way  that  is  completely  
independent of the underlying database technology used.

Priority: High

UR302 Use standard IS information source names

The API shall use the same information source naming format currently used in the IS  
(Partition.ISServer.Crate.Module)

Priority: Medium

UR303 Expose meta data

The API shall provide a means for the client application to retrieve the data schema  
at run-time. 

Priority: High
Note:

In order to become a permanent footprint of the operational information of IS, 
the database in P BEAST will have to have a flexible schema to be able to 
evolve  in  time  as  the  configuration  of  the  detector  evolves  (add  remove 
sources of info) and as the data structures published in the IS evolve. In order 
for the retrieving applications to keep up with these dynamics P BEAST has to 
provide a similar functionality to the IS dictionary. This will imply suitable 
meta data will be stored in the database along with the actual information.



3.4.4 Database Component Functional Requirements

UR401 Handle concurrent data insertions and retrievals
The database technology used shall handle concurrent data insertions and retrievals.

Priority: High
Note: 

Related requirements UR101, UR201

3.5 Non-Functional Requirements

3.5.1 Project Deliverables Requirements
PDR001 Design Document

A design document shall be provided at the end of the design stage.

Priority: High 

PDR002 Implementation Document
An implementation document shall be provided at the end of the design stage.

Priority: High

PDR003 Users Guide Document
A user's guide shall be provided at the end of the implementation stage.

Priority: High
Note:

This shall encompass important points like: how to configure IS clients, how 
to query the data etc.

PDR004 Testing Document
A testing document shall be provided at the end of the testing stage.

Priority: High
Note:

This will contain benchmarking suits for all the components of the system (IS 
clients, storage component, data retrieval component)



3.5.2 Performance Requirements

PR001 Gross input rate
The  system  may  take  in  a  gross  input  rate  of  20  MBytes/sec  i.e.  approx  170  
TBytes/year for typical yearly run times (estimation if all information was archived) 

Priority: High
Note:

This figure has to be taken as an absolute maximum information rate coming 
in the system. It was estimated (with the help of people directly involved with 
the data flow) based on the IS data currently taken in by the NetIS component 
(88000 variables/minute) multiplied by a factor of 1000 for typical yearly run 
times of 100 days/year. It is important to mention that this does not take into 
consideration the histogram information flowing, which is currently logged  by 
the MDA (Monitoring Data Architecture).
With an ongoing evaluation of the use cases of the system and the limits of 
relevancy for the information that needs to be archived, it is necessary to start 
from an absolute maximum upper bound to be sure that if it is later discovered 
that indeed all the IS information needs to be archived then the system was 
fundamentally  conceived  to  accommodate  that  from  the  start.  If  at  the 
beginning a lower rate is assumed and later a much higher rate is discovered in 
the actual system, then a fundamental redesign has to take place which will be 
too costly.
In order to get an idea of the storage space required the metadata (which can 
be a significant fraction) has also to be taken into account.

PR002 Write intensive 
Shall sustain potential large data insertions.

Priority: High
Note: Related requirement PR001

PR003 Compactness
Archived data should occupy a low amount of storage space 

Priority: Medium
Note: 

To minimise the storage demands of the system. [Need suggestions of how to 
quantify  this!  Maybe will  become more clear  once better  understanding of 
how much meta data  possible  implementation architectures add to the data 
stored etc]



3.5.3 Interface Requirements

IR001 Adaptability
Shall  take  into  account  the  evolution  of  the  data  structures  of  the  information  
published in the IS.

Priority: Low
Note:

What is meant by evolution e.g. might have SFI class with an integer and a 
double and it might change to have two doubles instead.
This is however a very rarely occurring process and it is not of high priority.

This document has been prepared using the Requirements Document Template provided and approved 
by the Atlas TDAQ and DCS Connect Forum. For more information, go to

http://atlas-connect-forum.web.cern.ch/Atlas-connect-forum/.

This template is based on the SDLT Single File Template that have been prepared by the IPT Group 
(Information,  Process and Technology),  IT Division,  CERN (The European Laboratory for Particle 
Physics) and then converted to MS Word.  For more information, go to http://framemaker.cern.ch/.

http://atlas-connect-forum.web.cern.ch/Atlas-connect-forum/
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